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To support my fellow employees in the workplace, on Monday 09Jul2018 a 
Quality Assurance Officer (QAO) asked if I could generate some 
spreadsheets for their monthly catch up meetings for Quality Management 
System items (QMS) that are incomplete and currently with Quality Control 
(QC). They gave me a deadline of Wednesday 11Jul2018 which I felt was 
an achievable timescale. My colleague clarified that they needed all QMS 
items that are still open and currently with QC in the sheet and needed a 
representation of the date the QMS item was created, how long it had been 
open for, what the QMS item detailed as well as if it affected any of the 
plants’ systems. 
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The purpose of the spreadsheets was to be able to go through the 
information with them and discuss if any support was needed with certain 
personnel so that they could close the open QMS items before they became 
overdue. As I knew she had a busy work load for the week I was happy to 
do this for her. I decided that all information I would need would be in our 
internal document management system therefore I ran a report based on 
the specific QMS items required and pulled that information into one 
spreadsheet. I then filtered this information to only show what was needed 
and then pulled the information for a report from there. Due to the short time 
frame I started immediately. For the research of information, I pulled up 
reports from our internal document management system and saved them to 
my personal drive for future reference if necessary. As the reports had 
irrelevant information I selected only data I needed and inputted into my own 
spreadsheet for organisation. I organised the information in columns and 
rows relating to the title and number of the QMS item. I included information 
relating to who managed the item and when it was created and how long it 
had been open for and if it was overdue. 
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I created a table in Excel for the information to be presented. As there were 
different types of data to be pulled I created several base sheets which 
could be modified to be used with the different types of data. I used Excel 
features such as filtering and conditional formatting to show the figures from 
the information. I highlighted the amount of days the incident was opened 
for column and clicked on the conditional formatting option. I then created a 
rule that it would be highlighted if the cell contained a number over 28 days 
as this is the due date limit for the type of data I was looking for. I then 
changed the formatting so that any overdue date was highlighted in red. 
This made it easy for the viewers to see what incidents were overdue and 
needed the most attention. I made sure that the document conformed to the 
information my fellow colleague had given me and that it laid out in the 
required format, for example, the ability to filter the required data. 
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As excel does not automatically spell check data I chose to double check 
information manually by going to the review tab and choosing the spelling 
button which spell checked my work and helps to correct any grammar 
mistakes I hadn’t noticed. During my review of my work, checking for errors 
and the accuracy of the data I noticed in the conditional formatting column 
that some cells that contained information over 28 days were not 
highlighted. As this would be very confusing when presenting I re-did the 
formatting on the column double checking every step as before and making 
sure that I included all the cells in the column. This corrected the issues I 
had and improved the accuracy of my work. I repeated the steps for creating 
the sheets for the other different types of data. 
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For ease of access I saved the documents in my personal drive under a new 
folder dedicated to the project. I then emailed the spreadsheet over to my 
colleague for her to have a look at. I asked if everything she needed was 
included and clarified that the requirements for the project were achieved. I 
had this work finished for Tuesday 10Jul2018, a day before the due date so 
that if there was any feedback required I could edit and change information 
when necessary.  
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  ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE AND CLARIFICATION 
This might be used to record additional questions, or the candidate may use it to write an additional 
paragraph.     

COMMENTS/FEEDBACK TO CANDIDATE 

Great evidence Emma!! 
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